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Partial solutions to the last assignment
#6.46. Migraine Headaches

I For people with occasional migraine, p = 0.60 is the
proportion who get relief from Ibuprofen. For a particular
subject, let x = 1 if they get relief, and x = 0 if they do not.
For a random sample of 24 people who suffer from
migraines:

I State the probab. dist. for each observation
I Find the mean of the sampling dist. of the sample

proportion who get relief
I Find the standard error of the sampling dist. of the sample

proportion
I Explain what the standard error describes



Partial solutions to the last assignment
#6.48. Exit poll and n

I Sample size 3160 (discussed also in lecture); should Gov.
Davis be recalled from the office? Suppose 55% of all
voters voted for the recall.

I Suppose the mean and SE of the sampling dist. of the
proportion of the 3160 people were resp. 0.55 and 0.0089.
Give an interval of values within which the sample
proportion will almost certainly fall.

I Based on the prev. part’s result, if you take an exit poll and
observe a sample proportion of 0.6, would you be safe in
concluding that the population proportion probably exceeds
0.55? Why?



Partial solutions to the last assignment
#6.56. Canada lottery

I You bet a six-digit number between 000000 and 999999.
For a $1 bet, you win $100,000 if you guess correctly. The
mean and SD of the probab. dist. for the winnings are
µ = 0.100 and σ = 31.623 dollars. Let x̄ denote Joe’s
average winnings after one million lotteries.

I Find the mean and SE of the sampling dist. of the average
winnnings of Joe.

I What are the chances that Joe’s average winnings exceeds
$1?



Partial solutions to the last assignment
#6.60. Blood pressure

I BP monitored by taking three readings per day. [Assume
the successive observations ≈ random sample]

I The mean of the probab. dist. of BP is 130, and the SD is 6.
Find the mean and SE of the sampling dist. of the sample
mean for the three observations/day.

I Suppose the probab. dist. of BP is normal. What is the
shape of the sampling distribution? Why?

I Refer to the prev. part. Find the probab. that the sample
mean exceeds 140.





Confidence intervals
not on the next midterm

I A point estimate is a single number that is our “best
prediction” for the parameter of interest. [Natural]

I An interval estimate is an interval of numbers within which
the parameter value is believed to fall. [Requires math]

I Example: Avg. ht. was 70” in a random sample of size
100. Point estimate for the actual “population height” is 70
inches

I Example: In a random sample of 500, 45% voted for Party
X. Point estimate for the percentage of votes, in that
population, for Party X is 45%

I Goal: Given a certain percentage (say 98%), find a
random interval that contains the parameter with
probability at least that percentage.



Confidence intervals for proportions
not on the next midterm

I p̂ = “p hat” = sample proportion
I Then,

p̂± (`×SE) = p̂±
(

`×
√

p(1− p)

n

)
I What is `? [for 95%, ` = 1.96; for 99%, ` = 2.58]
I A good approximation:

p̂±
(

`×
√

p̂(1− p̂)

n

)



An example

I A market survey organization took a simple random
sample of 500 households in a certain town with 25,000
households: 79 of the sampled households had
computers. Is it possible to find a 95% CI for the
percentage of all 25,000 households with computers?

I You bet it is possible!
I p̂ = 79/500 = 0.158 [≈ 15.8%; point estimate for p]
I SE:

SE ≈
√

p̂(1− p̂)

n
≈ 0.0163

I 95% CI for p:

0.158± (1.96× 0.0163) = 0.158± 0.031948

I p is somewhere between 0.126 = 12.6% and 0.19 = 19%
[95% confidence = ????]


